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NEXT MEETING
Whanz

Tuesday, 23 July, 8 ° 00 p.m.

Wheyo;

St Matthews Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington.
:

Kraehenbuhl will speak to us on certain aspects of
National Parks and their floTa.

Mr D.

On Thursday, 1Auguot 1985, the Orchid Club of South Australia are proud
The title o? his
to have as their guest speaker Mr Kingsley W. Dixon,
talk will be the Cultivation and Flasking, etc., of Terrestrial Orchids.
All our members are invited to attend the Australian Mineral foundation
BulldingpConyngham Street, Glenside at 8 " 00 p.m. for what will prove tobe
a most interesting and informative night.

WHATWE ARE DOING FOR ORCHIDS 186
In the July edition of the South Australian Orchid Bulletin, leveral
pages hamabeen devoted to the Orchids Australia 06 programme. In this
rather interesting article it has been made mention of a Native Orchid
Walkabout; This aooalleo n woIkabout' is being organised by none other
than your club. Yes, you guessed it, the Native Orchid Society of South
Australia.
These trips comprise of tours into the Adelaide Hills, searching for,
findingv photographingg admiring, etc., our native terrestrial orchids.
We will be taking small groups by mini-bus to certain areas in the hills
with, of course, our own experienced and helpful native crchid experts.
Some of she orchid genera that we hope to see include
and more.

w,

This friendly and informal feature of the Orchids 186 Conference will
give the interstate and overseas visitor a first hond look at something
which is truly rcmaccbIo in this day and age, our native terrestrial
orchids growing in the wild.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Pear Members,
I would like to thank those people who have supported our Journal
by contributing articles to it.
Unfortunately the number of
articles I have been receiving is at a somewhat critical level.
I therefore appeal to all our members to put pen to paper and write
a little something for the Journal ° Some people I have spoken to
seem to think they need a degree in English or a PhD after their
names to be able to write something for the Journal. This is not
so. We have all gained something from our experience with native
orchids that needs to be shared by others. The most logical way
of doing so is by writing it down and sending it to me . . ~ your
Editor. But there is a catch. If articles and/or announcements,
etc., are to be considered for publication for the next journal
please make sure that all material is received by the Editor no
later than the first of the month.
The reasons for this are as follows:
(1)

The Editor needs time to organise the Journal.

(2)

The typist needs time to plan and type stencils.

(3)

Mr Hargreaves, Mr Robjohns and teem need time to
run off several hundred copies of each page (front
and back), collate these and then staple them
together to make the finished product. The Journal
then needs to be put in envelopes.

(4)

Mr Hargreaves needs time to post several hundred
of these Journals to members.

Thereforov what you are now holding in your hand and reading has
taken many hours of hard work and dedication done on a volunteer
basis. Please make our job a bit easier by getting things in on
time.
I once again thank all those who have contributed to the Journal
and hope others will do the same.
Hoping to hear from you all
soon.
Lotizia Gentile
Editor.

NEW MEMBERS
We wish to welcome four new members to our club this month:
Mr R ° W ^ Chernock
Mr R.G. Tunstall
Mr and Mrs L.G. Platten
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IRA BUTLER COMMITTEE:

WHO ARE THEY?

The Ira Butler Committee has been established to stimulate and encourage
the advancement of Australian orchid hybrids. The following few paragraphs
have been taken from opaper sent to us to give you a little of the history
of Ira Butler and why they are trying to perpetuate his name.
"Ira Butler was born in Mungindi and after graduating from Sydney University
spent many years working as an economist with the Reserve Bank of Australia.
He was a painter * photographer, buahmalkor and ardent oonoerjolionist~
It was natural that mhsnhe became interested in orchids, his atterltion should
concentrate on our Australian native orchids and their hybrids. His first
hybrid was a remake of Dendrobium Bardo Rose, originally created by the late
Bert Overall. This hybrid, made some 20 years ago was typical of Ira t e work.
The remake was far superior to the original cross, and to this day is eagerly
sought after by hybridists. His thoughts crystallised in the idea that, if
hybridisation can produce orchids with bigger and better flowers, then growers
and exhibitors would leave the species in the bush where they belong, and
oonoentratoon the new, more easily obtained hybrids. Ira's interest turned
to our Sarcochijua and he became known worldwide for his work with this genus.
After his untimely death, John Stuart, Murray Corrigan and Phil Spence agreed
that something should be done to encourage others to continue Ira's work.
So the Ira Butler Trophy Committee was born. After consultation with other
Executive members of the Australasian Native Orchid Society, the concept was
presented to the Orchid Society of New South Wales. With typical zeal, that
Society agreed that a Committee of seven should constitute the Ira Butler
Trophy Committee: 3 members being from the O.S.N.S.W., 3 from A.N.O.S. and
an independent Chairperson.
3:here are three classes of trophies:

1. . Champion Australign Native Orchid lybrid

pr68onted to the winners
in the Australian Native Orchid Hybrid class at the Winter and Spring
Shows of' selected ANDS groups and the State Orohid Society in each state.
Three photographic transparencies of the orchid must accompany each
nomination for the award, showing
'
(a) a frontal close-up of one flower,
a
close-up
of
a
side
view
of
a
flower,
and
(b)
(c) the whole plant.

^ .

Only colour transparencies in 35mm format are acceptable. The transparencies together with tho requisite nomination form must be completed and
forwarded to the Committee by the date announced for that particular year.
2.

Champion Australian Native Orchid Hybrid of the Year Trophy presented to
the exhibitor of the plant adjudged by the Ire Butler Tro p h y Committee
from all the plants nominated from the Winter and Spring Shows of ANOS
This plant will be judged only from
groups and State Orchid Societies.
the transparencies supplied with each nomination form. It is obviously
of paramount importance that the photography be as specified, and of a
very high quality to do the plants justice.,

3.

Australian Native Orchid Hybrids presented at the discretion of the Committee to any person whose work in native orchid hybridising or related
scientific endeavour is considered worthy of recognition. Such persons
may be nominated to the Committee either by others or themselves."
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METHODS AND MADNE5S_U AN ORCHIDOLOGIST
,
R.C.
Nash
( Continued from the NOSSA 3oucnal *
Junep 9:5 9 pp 49-50.)
To pollinate the flowers I. normally use a green piece of aGasuarina branchlot. The branohlmt is gently pulled until it parts at one of the joints or
nodes and the sharper end is used. The point of the now formed pollinating
tool is inserted into a flower that has been open for a day or two and if
the insertion has been oorrootx out comes the pollinia affixed to it. The
tool is then inserted into a flower that has been open for about four days
and gently rubbed about. With care several flowers can be pollinated with
the one set of pollinia.
During very hot weather some difficulty may be experienced
up the
polIiniav this is caused by the stigmatic disc drying out am! often dying.
In this case the pollinia can be carefully dug out of the flower and it will
still be viable.
Often I find that several insects will kindly do the fertilising o f^tha
flowers, which saves me time. Such insects as the honey bee, moths and
small butterflies have been noted about my garden growing flowers.
In the
wild, at Yundi west I have noted small butterflies and moths visiting these
flowers but only in the later part of the afternoon.
The seed ripens in about three weeks and is easily lost, if the capsules
are dry when examined then most of the seed has gone. The colour of the
capsule changes from green to a white green; soon after this the vents at
the very top will split. This is the time to collect the seed if you are
going to do so. If the seed is not collected then it will blow around your
plant house or garden and probably germinate during the following spring,
sometimes even during the winter when such plants, if cared for, will flower
in the following summer.
Spilanthes sinensis has few pest problems. The exception being slugs, snails, aphids and the occasional small green grub that binds leaves, etc.,
together. The light application of fertilisers do seem to be beneficial.
In my own case I use "Osmocote" which supplies a small but continuous feed "
This should only be applied twice a year and then only sparingly. This
plant does not object to powdered to chunky cow manure, doing well in with
the Epidendrum plants I have which grow in a mixture of this material and
other composts.
As we have no other species of 32irenthe, occurring in Australia, we have
no opportunity to hybridise other than with introduced species. I do have
the white-flowered form of the north American leiranthescernua which
flowers after our local plant, but sometimes they do just overlap and at
these times I have tried to cross tham ° The American plant is selfpollinating and the pollinia are very difficult to remove, which causes some
difficulties.
So far I havenot had any success in producing hybrids from
these two plants.
' R.C ° Nash
17 April, 1985.
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CORRESPONDENCE -- Ptarostylis puLaLe.lIq
4 Biani Close
BANGOR. N.S.W. 2234
June 6, 1985.
Deer Editor
Being a long distance member of NOSSA, I look forward to receiving my
copy of the Journal each month.
Ich2lla
The article by Mr G ^ J. Nieumenhovan concerning
Messmer caught my attention and I felt that NOSSA members might like to
know of my experiences concerning this beautiful terrestrial.
As far as flower production goes, it is not a difficult orchid to bring
into flower. My usual flower number is at least 50% of the number of
tubers in each pot. The tubers are extremely easy to have multiply.
Two tubers can be made to produce eight new tubers from one repotting
to the next.
I have found that more success is gained if it is treated like
or P. eancinea.
It is also interesting to note that its present distribution has been
It was discovered in several new localities, fairly inaooeesextended.
1b1a» growing in profusion. It is now also apparent that types from
different locations exhibit differences in colour as well as some variety
in shape. P. oulchella may be found growing in localised areas in the
Central Tableland region, west of Kiama; not extending into 6ydney`a
Blue Mountains - this area in general being too dry.
Good growingg

(signed) Graham D'Aubert.

Las Nesbitt
This beautiful red and white Pterosly.LLI comes from the south west of
The 180mm pot which got the popular vote at the June
Western Australia.
meeting contained five flowering plants and 10 rosettes. One plant made
a rosette and then, at the last minute, threw a flower from just off
centre of the rosette. This flower had virtually no stem and sat on the
The remaining plants were up to 190mm tall with flowers 60mm
rosette.
from top to bottom. Each flower was an attractive dark red with white
patches near the base between the red veins. The rosette is donsoo with
8-13 overlapping grey-green leeveev very similar to P. au q ustaq another
Western Australian species.
ElLusIlIlLsagprsii multiplies at a rate of 3:1v is frost hardy, and
easy to grow. Being a cauline t ype it is a little shy in flowering. I
grow it in my normal soil mix (45% sand, 40% soil, 1e% peat moss) in the
It has great potential as a parent in hybridising for early
shadehouse.
red flowers. I have used it with several non-cauline species to try to
improve plant vigour and free-flowering characteristics.
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P. HabezIe

I

EDITH COLEMAN
Edith Coleman did extensive field observations on the pollination of
terrestrial orchids between 1927-1934. Results of thAo work were
published in thirteen papers in the "Victorian Naturalist" during that
She was the first Australian woman to name and describe
period.
After corresponding with West Australian enthusiasts she
orchids.
visited Western Australia in 1928 when, with their assistance, she
collected specimens and named four new orchids published in the "Victorian
1933 x Miss R. Sendilando Tunney - Mr
Rowe, Kondenupv Sept 1930-31-32.
C. longiclavata 1930 x Mrs Corker, Maoaara Hill and Mitchell,
apt 1928-29-30 9 Augusta Forest Hill, Boyup Brook,
Bryant,
BuseeIton, Donnybrook.
1929 9 collectors and
t
localities substantially as above.
1929 x Miss J. Banks and Mr E. Bryant
and Mr B.T. Goadby, 6unbury, Collie, 8uasolton, June
July 1928-29.
`-

GROWING HILDA POXON MY WAY

'

Lea Burgess

Firstly, I think that light more than anything has a great influence on
the growth rate. My plant is in an open spot on a high bench and ever
since I transferred it to there from the bench with my CXmbidiums it has
fIourished- eight new canes last year even off old ones.
Seoondlyv fertilising is of great importance. During the winter I use
blood and bone sprinkled on top of the compost. Then, when Iotart to
fertilise the Cymbidiums in September, it receives a dose the same as

.glEtiedi umse
My mixture is very open being made of pine bark, scoria and charcoal,
broken into about 1» pieces. I pot-on when I repot but up until this year
my plant was in a 6" pot but I transferred it into a 7" pot this year.
Watering is another vital point. In the hot summer I water late at nights
sometimes only a sprinkle, other times l flush the pots out (at least
once a meek). When the nights start to get cold I water in the mornings.
So as you can see to grow orchids properly they need lots of care and
attention at the expense of your sleep. I found that by watching the
rainfall now that I hovoa rAngauge helps considerably because I can
not what has fallen
tell how much water has fallen on my orchid house
somewhere else in Adelaide.
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Kevin Western

FLAYING OF OR HIDS

Every plant, wild or oultivated, arose at some stage from a seedling and
note that even mericlones are derived from plants which had their origins
as seedlings.
Seedlings emerging in the wild state do so under climatic and environmental conditions to which they are biologically engineered. They emerge
through and as a result of a symbiotic (friendly) fungal relationship.
happily supplied with nutrient and
They grow and harden as they grow
water by their fungal association. In this way, the seedling plant,
germinating and growing in its natural state can survive the climatic
extremes of that environment and may succeed in life to mature * produce
seed of its own and continue the cycle again.
7-

Nature copes by producing hundreds of thousands of seeds -- a small proportion of which may germinate and survive. Judging by the number of
orchids we see at nurseries plus those in private collections should make
it obvious that man is more efficient at germinating orchids (percentage
wise) than nature. The question is; "How do we go about raising seedlings
at home - far away and probably vastly climatically different from the
Obviously some people are successful.
plants normal environment?".
Briefly the steps involved are that selected plants are used to breed
with each other. They are manually pollinated. Occasionally accidental
pollimationa are used and sometimes pods dave been taken from wild plants.
Seeds are ideally removed in the sterile state from near mature intact
green seed pods, or dry seed is surface sterilised by contact with chlorine
solution. This bacteria and fungus free seed is sown by sterile technique
on to sterile germinating formulas in sterile flasks under sterile conditions. After germinating, the very young seedlings are transferred under
the same sterile conditions onto fresh sterile growing medium in suitable
numbers so that there is sufficient space and nutrient to enable the
seedlings to grow and become large enough to be able to survive when
eventually removed from the safety of the sterile and humid flask and
placed in pots of compost or mounted~
Until now the operation of raising orchid seedlings (or mericlones) has
been in the hands of persons with specific and particular skills in the
provision of flaaking services. Once plantlets are removed from the flask
any average orchid grower should be able to raise most of the seedlings
most of the times.
When deflasking orchid plants there are a few processes to be employed
and a few facts to gather to maximise the probability of successfully
raising the young plantlato.
Ideally seedling plants are not removed from flasks until they have become
large enough to survive transfer from the flask to community pot(s) or
when growth has become slow indicating that some essential component of
the nutrient has been used up. Sometimes one may tend to de-flask slightly
early because it is the right time of the year (weatherwise) to deflask
Occassionally one may have little choice but deflask as
the plantletb.
is the case when a contaminant (usually a mould or a fungus) enters the
flask and will spoil the nutrient and may damage the plants also. Generally whenever this is detected, it is essential that the plants be def2aakod
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FLASKING OF ORCHIDS. ( Cont'd.)
quickly whether it is ideal or convenient or not., Occasionallygif flasks
are purchased from interstate or overseasi the flasks may be excessively
shaken and the contents thoroughly plastered over the interior c! the
flask and all over the plantlets, over the leaves, stems and roots. In
this case too it is essential that the plantlets be deflaaked or they
are likely to suffer (if the plantlets are exceptionally small it may be
prudent to contaot'e flasking service and negotiate sterile replanting of
plontlota onto fresh sterile medium.
Perhaps a newoomer to the game could be excused for asking "Why bother
with flasks of seedlings if there is all this trouble?". I believe the
answer is many-foldt
Firstly; that generally there is MA much trouble at all once you actually
"get into it".
Secondly, if we want more plants, new hybrids or uncommon species or
meRoIonea, for large numbers of a given plant, then someone has to do it.
If the nurseryman does it then he has to set aside a specialised area area
and spend time and money on facilities, equipment, staff, compost, pots,
transplanting, labolling ° fertilising and advertising
all ofwhich is
passed on to the purchaser when he/she buys one of the established plants
and, don't forget, the nurseryman has to make a profit as well.
Thirdly, if the cost of the fIaok / s \ seems too high, or if there are more
plants is a flask than one person manto» then a group of two or more
individuals can share in one or more flasks of different species or
crosses to maximise cost efficiency.
For6.ly ^ and most 1mportmntly 2 it il not difficult to raise most seedlings to maturity if a few simple basic rules and processes are followed.
I have no glasshouse (as yet!).
The o g6lIy winds" which my garden and
shadehouse area receive each summers evening and night roach from 20 to
70 k " p " h " and have strong drying effeotp but after a period of hardening
elsewhere, the young seedlings survive and grow (some species and genera
better than othera \ ^
Some practical guidelines regarding deflasking and raising seedlings and
moriolones of epiphytic orchids are essential.
(1)

Purchasing flasks.
When purchasing flasks, endeavour to select or request "advanced
flasks" -- especially for your first few attempts. Ideally flasks
should not have to be kept outside of laboratory conditions for too
long. Avoid storing flasks in high humidity areas and/or areas of
widely fluctuating temperatures as invariably an occasional flask
mill mbreathe v in some contaminated air, or if humid, a fungus may
manage to grow on condensate _~ even between the bung and neck of a
glass erlemmeyer flask. If however flasks must be kept for a while
prior to deflasking, they should be stored indoors in a room with
the least temperature fluctuations and be kept in indirect sunlight
or under a fluorescent light.
I have done this in the past with
little bother and good success.)

(2)

How Does One Deflask?
As with almost everything in the hobby orchid game there are as many
techniques as there are operators. In the case of very wide-mouthed

L SKIN& DF O CHIDS. (Cont'd

Q

)

:'flasks removal°sf plants is usually uncomplicated unless the rootmass
of; the p.lantlete is extensive' and entangled. I use long tweezers _ or
e hooked pliece of were to remove' the plants but if this results ` a n
damage to the plants then the flask `must be carefully bcokena To do
this I wrap the flask in 'leg or newspaper and then either seesh the
. f leak with a'dlow to tinebase cr put the flns, base in a vice, wind"-UP the vice and 'crLnph",, trie flask breaks gently 'without daeage " tcg,
plants. ,A weed of warning -^- make uee yoer dice is strong enough
g-- ens, of.my smaller vices wont "Crunch" instead of the flask.!
VoU gplantlets must Abe

washed -free

from the

medium

as this will

tend to, become " infected and may result ,in damage to the plants. I
attempt to rinse it gently away w; bh warm dater at just less than.

my body temperature. If this. is ineffective then I. set'the ' kitchen.
tap r eiilg uith juatwarm water and squirt the medium from the roots.
eccasienally stubborn bits need to be deftly removed by teeezers.
Generally it Is best to separate the plantlets and grade them into
If roots ere too tangled to permit
saese prior to potting them.
separation without damage then I plant them es they Ore and at
until they have become sturdy at the next repot to separate them.
The advantage of grading plants is that all the larger plants 'can, be
Planted together in a pet as can -mediums" and "smalls iz in separate

pots ties mnximising the chance that sexller plants will have a fair
share of light, air, water and nutrient. It is also p ossible to
sow plants from large down to small in the one pot'by ;lanting the
larger ones on one side and grading across, the pots to the smalls,
Plants on the opposite side,
Unless-there

is

a severe fungal contaminant

in

the

flask which is.

actual y Showing signs of attacking the plants. I do not employ a
fungicide when 'dsf lasking. (I ewept that mos si people do but my
plants don't seem to rot away despite.) Indeed, I hope that the
roots of the plantlets will become infected with suitable symbiotic

fungi normally found in association with the arohid genue/species
involved --- to that end Iwould advocate-that a little' of the medium

immediately, adjacent to an active growing root tip of an 'established
plant of the same genus or species or of similar hybrid parentage':
should be 'taken and added to the compost used to 'plant the young
plantletc.

I`think that this would maxa_nise the probability,of prof -

mattng the correct symbiotic relationship. (To that ene I have
,couple of experiments going on at the mnment a SO far so good !

"If, on' the other hand a fungal infection in the flask shoes s gee
of attack oR'•the plant tissues, or if a fungus were to appear after
planting into compost, then a commercially available fungicide such
as `Benlate,Captan.,Previcdr, etc>, should be used according to:the
manUfecturersdirection'or as your own ex p erience dictates. I would
adti:o ate a good flushing through to get rid of any residual fungicide ones, new healthy : plant growth becomes evident.
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